You’re a highly trained police officer. You’ve been schooled in weaponry, self-defense, policy and procedure. You have all the tools and equipment at your fingertips, but sometimes that’s not enough. Instead, the information you need is found on the tip of your tongue...

A police officer with a highly trained memory adds another important weapon to their arsenal. To those who can speak in court without notes, remember license plate numbers and codes, and recall what the suspect looks like, gains the edge over the officer who can’t remember.

The intent of this seminar is to examine and develop a practicum on training one’s memory - to increase efficiency and productivity. There is a strong emphasis in recall, such as license plate numbers, names and details, and confident presentation.

Drills include:

Memory
Interrogation Techniques
Courtroom Confidence without notes
License Plate Numbers and Codes
Names and Faces

Lead Instructors:
Paul Mellor, President of Success Links.